Abstract-In this paper, we develop a new type of snake-like robot using screw-drive units that are connected by active joints. The screw-drive units enable the robot to generate propulsion on any side of the body in contact with environments. Another feature of this robot is the omnidirectional mobility by combinations of screws' angular velocities. We also derive a kinematic model and apply it to trajectory tracking control. Furthermore, we design a front-unit-following controller, which is suitable for manual operations. In this control system, operators are required to command only one unit in the front; then, commands for the rest of the units are automatically calculated to track the path of the preceding units. Asymptotic convergence of the tracking error of the front-unit-following controller is analyzed based on a Lyapunov approach for the case of constant curvature. The effectiveness of the control method is demonstrated by numerical examples and experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OBILE robots for search and rescue operations in hazardous environments have been actively studied in recent years. One promising type of rescue robots is the so-called snake-like robot, which is typically composed of three or more segments that are connected serially. Because of the long and slender shape, snake-like robots are expected to be effective for searches in narrow spaces and over rubbles in quake-devastated regions, etc. [1] , [2] . In addition, snake-like robots for pipe inspection have been reported in the literature [3] , [4] . A con- H. Fukushima and F. Matsuno are with the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8501, Japan (e-mail: fuku@me.kyoto-u.ac.jp; matsuno@me.kyoto-u.ac.jp).
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ventional way of locomotion for snake-like robots is the one by undulations, which imitates real snakes' movements [5] - [15] . However, this type of locomotion needs a width for undulations, which is larger than the width of the robot.
On the other hand, snake-like robots that are driven by crawler mechanisms have been developed [1] , [2] . One limitation of typical crawler-type robots arises in vertically narrow spaces, where the upper part of the robots could hit the ceiling. In those cases, the robots could be stuck easily, since the upper and lower parts of the crawlers drive the robot in opposite directions. To overcome this limitation, recent studies have proposed snakelike robots that have crawlers on both upper and lower sides of the body [16] , [17] .
Locomotion mechanisms that are related to the robot in this paper are found for pipe inspection robots [18] - [20] . While they move by rotating a screw-like device, they are composed of one or two units and have a quite different structure from most snake-like robots. On the other hand, snake-like robots for pipe inspection are also studied in the literature [3] , [4] . They form a sinusoidal wave using the whole body and move forward by switching the units pushing the pipe wall. Since these robots are designed specifically for inspection of small diameter pipes, they are not necessarily suitable for other applications such as search and rescue operations.
In this paper, we develop a new type of snake-like robot using the screw-drive mechanism. The original concept is reported in our patent [21] . This robot is composed of screw-drive units, which are connected by active joints serially. Since propulsion is generated by rotating the screws, undulation is not necessary to move. Thus, this robot can go into spaces as narrow as the width of the body. In addition, it is expected that this robot does not get stuck easily even if the upper part of the body hit the ceiling, since the upper part of the screw units drives the body in the same direction as the lower part. Furthermore, unlike most existing snake-like robots, it can move in any direction by a proper combination of screws' angular velocities.
As the first step toward the control system design of the robot potentially having such attractive properties, we derive a kinematic model in the case where the robot does not contact with the environment except for the ground. Because of the switching of the passive wheels in contact with the ground, the motion of the robot is complex even if the ground is flat and horizontal. In order to derive a simple kinematic model for control design, we represent the behavior of the screw unit using a velocity constraint at the center of the unit. While this velocity constraint is quite different from that of the conventional snake-like robots due to the screws, a kinematic model can be derived in the same way as the conventional snake-like robots moving by undulations [6] - [8] , once the velocity constraint is obtained. To examine the validity of the model, both feedback and feedforward controllers, which are designed using the model, are applied to the robot.
Even if the feedback controller to steer the robot to the target state is designed, a hard problem remained is how to determine the target state of the robot. For searches in narrow spaces, human operators typically need to determine the target state. However, it is hard for operators to give commands for all joints as well as the head position and orientation, such that the shape of the robot is fit to the narrow space.
In [1] , a front-unit-following control system has been implemented to reduce difficulties in manual operations of a crawlertype snake robot. The operators are required to command only one unit in the head of the robot; then, commands for the rest of the units are automatically calculated to track the path of the preceding units. While the effectiveness of the control law has been demonstrated by experiments, theoretical analysis on the tracking performance is still a challenging issue. In addition, it is not straightforward to apply the method in [1] to the robot using the screw-drive mechanism, due to the difference of the locomotion mechanism. Related to the front-unit-following control of snake robots, path-tracking control methods for articulated vehicles have been studied in the literature (see, e.g., [22] - [24] ). However, these methods assume that the target path for each unit is given, since they are based on feedback of tracking error from the target path. Thus, in order to apply these methods to front-unit-following control, the target path needs to be estimated based on the memory of the past commands to the front unit, which is difficult in many cases due to the computational burden.
In this paper, we design a front-unit-following control law using only the current velocity commands to the front unit. More precisely, the velocity of each unit is determined by assuming that the transition rate of curvature of the target path is sufficiently small in a local section between two consecutive joints of the robot, and that each unit is currently on the target path. Since this implies that a rapid change of curvature of the target path causes a large tracking error, it is important to find conditions where off-tracking can be recovered by the proposed control law. Thus, we also analyze the asymptotic convergence of the tracking error based on a Lyapunov approach for the case where the curvature of the target path is constant. The effectiveness of the control method is demonstrated by simulations and experiments including the cases where the curvature of the target path is not constant. Fig. 1 shows a prototype of the snake-like robot using the screw-drive mechanism. The robot is composed of two types of screw-drive units, i.e., "left" and "right" screw units. In Fig. 1 , right and left units are connected alternatively from the head to the tail. The screw-drive units are connected by 2-degreeof-freedom (DOF) active joints. Moreover, a caster with ball bearings is set up at the head of the robot to prevent the body inside the unit from rotating instead of the screws, when the shape of the robot is straight. As shown in Fig. 2 , each screwdrive unit has a dc motor (A-max22, Maxon) inside to rotate the screw which is the outer part of the unit. Fig. 3 shows a joint unit, which has two motors (Dynamixel DX-117, Robotis) for pitch and yaw angles. The range of movement of each motor is constrained to ± π 2 rad. Feedback controllers for angular position and velocity are included inside the motors. All the motors for joint units are connected in a daisy chain and communicate each other using RS485. Note that the pitch angle of each joint is controlled to 0 rad, since we only consider the cases where the ground is flat in this paper. Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of the control system, which is divided into two main parts, the screw-drive unit part and the joint unit part. The screw-drive unit part communicates with a personal computer (PC) by using RS232C, and the joint unit part communicates with the PC by using RS485. For velocity control of a screw, a target value of the angular velocity is first sent from the PC to the microcomputer (TITech SH2 Tiny Controller, HiBot). Then, a pulsewidth modulation (PWM) signal is given from the microcomputer to the motor driver (1Axis DC Power Module, HiBot) to drive the dc motor. Count values of the encoders (MEH-9-360PC, Microtech Laboratory) are obtained by the microcomputers as rotation angle data of the screw part. One microcomputer is used for each screw-drive unit, and another one attached to the tail of the robot is used for a relay between the units and the PC. The microcomputers communicate with each other by using the controller area network (CAN).
II. SNAKE-LIKE ROBOT WITH SCREW-DRIVE MECHANISM
A. Outline of the Robot System
B. Screw-Drive Unit
A screw-drive unit (see Fig. 2 ) is composed of the screw part (see Fig. 6 ) which actually rotates, and the inner body which is equipped with a dc motor to drive the screw part. The screw part is composed of a ring-shaped part as shown in Fig. 5 (left) , which is substantially a hollow regular octagonal prism having a ring gear in front. A blade as shown in Fig. 5 (right) is attached at the center of each side of the octagonal prism. Four passive wheels are attached to each blade. Note that each passive wheel has a rubber ring around the rim to provide more friction, as shown in Fig. 2 .
As shown in Fig. 6 , we define the local coordinate system O − XY Z which is attached to a screw-drive unit. The Xaxis is set along the rotation axis of the screw, and the positive direction of the X-axis points toward the back of the screw. The Y -and Z-axes are set so as to pass through the centers of the sides of the octagonal prism. We also define α (−
as the angle of the blade from the X-axis when viewed from the outside of the screw, as shown in Fig. 6 (left) . If a unit has positive (negative) α, we refer to it as a left (right) screw-drive unit. Further, α i is defined as the angle α of the ith screw unit.
As shown in the side view of the screw in Fig. 7 (right), a screw unit has four columns of passive wheels. In each column, the passive wheels are aligned on a circle in a plane perpendicular to the rotation axis of the screw. Two figures in Fig. 7 (left) show the front views of the wheels in the first and second columns. The center of each passive wheel is located on a circle shown in the dotted line. Each wheel is inclined at α about the axis shown in a dash-dotted line, which passes through the center of the passive wheel and is perpendicular to a side of the octagonal prism. Note that the positions of the wheels in the third (fourth) column are symmetric to the ones in the second (first) column with respect to the Z-axis. As a result, the wheels in the first (second) column are located at similar positions on the Y -Z plane to the wheels in the third (fourth) column. It is also seen from Fig. 7 that the distance from the rotation axis of the screw to the passive wheels in the second and third columns is longer than the distance to the wheels in the first and fourth columns. This implies that if the ground is flat and horizontal, and if the pitch angles of the joints are controlled to 0, a wheel in the second column and one in the third column alternately contact with the ground. Further, at the moments when the wheel contacting with the ground is switched, two wheels contact with the ground at the same time. However, it is difficult to construct a model taking into account such switching properties of the passive wheel in contact with the ground. Thus, in order to describe the average behavior of the screw unit, we assume that the passive wheels as shown in Fig. 8 (left) exist at X = 0 in the middle of the second and the third columns, and that only one of these wheels contacts with the ground without side slip. In addition, we assume that a perpendicular line from O to the ground passes through the contact point with the ground, as shown in Fig. 8 (right). In this case, the rotation axis of the passive wheel on the ground is parallel to the ground; therefore, its projection to the ground is inclined at α from the rotation axis of the screw.
Because of the assumptions mentioned earlier on the relationship between the passive wheels and the ground, our model that is used in this paper has a limitation in describing the real robot, even in the case where the ground is flat and horizontal. Further, since the ground is not completely flat in reality, two or more of the passive wheels of one unit can contact with the ground. In such situations, it is difficult for the units to change the orientation without side slip of passive wheels. Despite these complex properties of the robot, we start with a simpler model for control design based on the assumptions mentioned earlier, since a complex model describing the robot more exactly is not easy to obtain and is not necessarily useful for control design.
III. KINEMATIC MODEL
In this section, we derive a kinematic model of the robot that is composed of four screw-drive units described in Section II.
As shown in Fig. 9 , let o be the origin of the absolute coordinate system, P be the point to be controlled in the head of the robot, and o-xy be the absolute coordinate system. In addition, let to the center of the screw-drive unit on the link, and L 2 be the length from the center of the screw unit to the rear end of the link. The joint angle φ i is defined as the orientation of the unit i with respect to the unit i − 1, and
denotes the orientation of the unit i with respect to the absolute coordinate system. Additionally, letθ i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) be the angular velocity of the screw-drive unit i.
The position of the center of the screw unit i is described from a geometrical relation as follows:
where ψ 1 := ψ p . Since it is assumed that the passive wheels do not slip sideways, we need to take into account the velocity constraint condition. The velocity constraint condition here is more complicated than conventional snake-like robots [6] - [8] because of the screw units. As shown in Fig. 10 , if the screwdrive unit i rotates at angular velocityθ i , the velocity rθ i is generated for the passive wheel, where r denotes the radius of the screw-drive unit (distance from the rotation axis of the unit to the ground) as shown in Fig. 8 . At the same time, if the center of the screw unit moves with the velocity (ẋ i ,ẏ i ), the same velocity is generated for the passive wheel. Fig. 11 shows the top view of the passive wheel on the ground and the velocities that are generated for the passive wheel. The component of the velocity rθ i in the direction of the axle of the passive wheel is rθ i sin α i . The x-and y-components (ẋ i ,ẏ i ) of the translational velocity of the unit i, respectively, generateẋ i cos(α i + ψ i ) anḋ y i sin(α i + ψ i ) in the direction of the axle of the passive wheel. Therefore, the velocity constraint is described as follows: By substituting the derivatives of (1) into (2), the following kinematic model is obtained:
where
T is the state vector to be controlled, and u = [θ 1θ2θ3θ4φ1φ2φ3 ]
T is the control input vector. The system matrices A and B are defined as follows: 
where L := L 1 + L 2 , and E k denotes the identity matrix of size k. In our experimental system, the values of parameters are
If the upper part of the screw unit contacts with the environment in the same way as the lower part, we have another velocity constrainṫ
for the passive wheel in contact with the ceiling. From this constraint together with (2), we obtaiṅ
Note that the second equation implies that the component, which is perpendicular to the link, of the velocity (ẋ i ,ẏ i ) at the center of the unit is 0. This implies that the upper and lower parts cooperatively drive the unit into the direction along the rotation axis, in contrast with most crawler units whose upper and lower parts generate the velocity in the opposite directions at the center of the unit.
IV. TRAJECTORY CONTROL
For the system in (3), a control law for trajectory tracking is designed as follows:
where e = ξ − ξ d , ξ d is a given target trajectory, and K is a given feedback gain matrix. We notice that B is invertible if α i = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). By substituting (5) into (3), the closed-loop system is given as follows:
If the matrix A is not of full column rank, then it holdsė
On the other hand, if A is not of full column rank, the convergence of ξ is not guaranteed, sinceė + Ke = 0 does not necessarily hold. Appendix A describes a necessary condition of the joint angles (φ 1 , φ 2 ), for which A does not have full column rank. As mentioned at the end of Appendix A, the necessary condition is satisfied in the case where the robot has a zig-zag shape with φ 1 − φ 2 > 2.35 rad and φ 2 < −1.35 rad, or in the case where φ i π 2 or − π 2 (i = 1, 2). In our target applications such as searches in narrow spaces, the target angles are typically chosen away from these values, since these values require wider space for the robot to pass through.
A. Numerical Examples
We show an example of our simulation results where the target path of the head position P is given as an arc of radius R p = 0.8 m, as shown in Fig. 12 . Target joint angles are chosen such that each joint position tracks the circular path if P tracks it. More precisely, the target trajectory ξ d is chosen as
The feedback gain in (5) and the initial state are K = 0.5E 6 and ξ(0) = [1.48, 0.13, −1.99, 0, 0, 0] T , respectively. Fig. 12 shows an x-y plot of the trajectory of the head position P , and Fig. 13 indicates the time responses of the state variables. The solid and dashed lines in the figures show the state responses and the target trajectories, respectively. From these figures, it can be seen that the state variables converge to the desired trajectory, and the robot moves along the target path.
B. Experiments
We first compare the responses of the head position P by feedforward and feedback controls for fixed joint angles. The position and orientation of the head [x p , y p , ψ p ]
T are measured by a vision sensor system (QuickMag IV, OKK). The target trajectory ξ d is chosen as Since both the initial and target angles of joints are 0 rad, joint angles are fixed to φ 1 = φ 2 = φ 3 = 0 rad. Fig. 14 shows an x-y plot of the head position P (left column) and the time responses of (x p , y p , ψ p ) (right column). The solid line shows the response by feedback control for K = 0.5E 6 , whereas dashdotted line shows the response by feedforward control, i.e., K = 0. In Fig. 14 , the response by feedforward control is significantly slower than the target trajectory, which causes large tracking error of P . This shows that our model is not correct enough to describe the real system. If the model is correct, we haveė = 0 from (6) for A of full column rank. Since the initial tracking error is 0 in this example, ξ should always be equal to ξ d even if K = 0. A possible reason for this modeling error is that the assumptions for the passive wheels on the ground do not hold. On the other hand, all the variables are well controlled to the target trajectories by applying the feedback control. Thus, the uncertainty of our model can be considered to be within the allowable level for control design. Construction of more complex models that describe the real robot more exactly and control design based on such complex models are possible future works.
Next, we show a similar case to the numerical example in Section IV-A where the joint angles are changed. The same values of ξ d , ξ(0) and K are chosen as in Section IV-A. Fig. 15 shows an x-y plot of the head position P , and Fig. 16 indicates the time responses of the state variables. These figures show that the head position P tracks the target trajectory with similar performance to the fixed joint case in Fig. 14 . However, the steady-state error which is not seen in the simulation result in Fig. 13 is caused for each state. Possible reasons, except for violation of the assumptions on the passive wheels as mentioned earlier, are slight rotation of the body inside the screw units and the load due to the communications cables.
V. FRONT-UNIT-FOLLOWING CONTROL
In Section IV, a feedback control system to steer the head position and orientation as well as joint angles to given target values has been designed based on a kinematic model. However, in typical practical situations where a human operator manipulates the robot watching images from a camera attached to the head, it is hard for operators to give commands for all joints as well as the head position and orientation, such that the shape of the robot is adapted to narrow spaces.
In this section, we propose a front-unit-following control method for the snake-like robot using the screw-drive mechanism, and show numerical examples and experimental results to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
A. Control Objective
The main goal of this section is to fit the robot shape to the path of the front unit for the given (ẋ p ,ẏ p ,ψ p ), by controlling the joint angles. In order to fit the robot shape to the path of the front unit, it is desired that each joint is controlled to the path of the head position P . However, sinceψ p is not a manipulated variable but given in advance, it is difficult to control joint 1 to the path γ of P , as shown in Fig. 17 . Thus, we aim to determine (φ 1 ,φ 2 ,φ 3 ) such that each joint follows the path γ of joint 1. In addition, we determine (θ 1 ,θ 2 ,θ 3 ,θ 4 ) which realizes the given (ẋ p ,ẏ p ,ψ p ).
In particular, we focus on two special cases as follows.
Case (i):
A typical situation in manual operation, where (ẋ p ,ẏ p ,ψ p ) are given aṡ
using the velocity commands (v 1 , ω 1 ) given by a human operator. A control method without using measurement data of (x p , y p , ψ p ) is typically required in this case, since a human operator often determines (v 1 , ω 1 ) watching images from a camera attached to the robot, and no sensor for measuring (x p , y p , ψ p ) is available.
Case (ii):
If (x p , y p , ψ p ) are measured, the following feedback law can be applied:
where K 1 is a feedback gain, and ξ d1 is a given target trajectory of ξ 1 . This is a similar situation to Section IV, where a target trajectory of (x p , y p , ψ p ) is given in advance.
B. Decision of Control Input
Assume that joint positions (x j 2 , y j 2 ), (x j 3 , y j 3 ), (x j 4 , y j 4 ) are initially on the path γ of the first joint (x j 1 , y j 1 ) at t = 0, as shown in Fig. 17 . Then, path tracking is accomplished at each time t ≥ 0, if the velocity of each joint is always generated in the tangential direction of γ. From (7) and a geometric relationship
the target velocity of joint 1 is described aṡ
Let η i+1 denote the orientation of the tangent vector of γ at the position (x j i , y j i ) of the joint i (i = 2, 3). Then, the target translational velocity v i+1 of the joint i and the target angular velocityψ i of the unit i need to satisfẏ
By solving (11),ψ i and v i+1 for path tracking are derived aṡ
Note that η i+1 is equivalent to a past value of η i , since the coordinate (x j i , y j i ) of the joint i is a position where the joint i − 1 passed in the past. Thus, in order to obtain η i+1 , the past data, e.g., (ẋ j 1 ,ẏ j 1 ) in (10), need to be stored. In this paper, we adopt a simpler algorithm without using past data, by assuming that the transition rate of curvature of the target path γ is sufficiently small between two consecutive joints. In such cases, it is satisfied that
since the directions of v i+1 and v i are symmetric with respect to the link i, as shown in Fig. 18 . In addition, since (11) implies that
we have v i+1 = v i from (14) . Therefore, at the middle point (x i ,ȳ i ) of each link, the translational velocityv i is generated along the link as follows:
By solving (16), we havė
Sinceφ i =ψ i+1 −ψ i , input variables (φ 1 ,φ 2 ,φ 3 ) are recursively obtained for the given (ẋ p ,ẏ p ,ψ p ). Once (φ 1 ,φ 2 ,φ 3 ) are determined, the screws' angular velocities (θ 1 , . . .,θ 4 ) in u can be obtained from the first four rows in (3) as follows:
where θ := [θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , θ 4 ] T , and A 1 := [A 11 , A 12 ]. In Case (i), it holds from (7), (10) , and (17) that
In the same way, velocity commands for the rest of units are recursively determined as
for i = 3, 4. Sinceψ 2 =ψ p +φ 1 , the target angular velocity of joint 1, which achievesψ 2 in (19), is written aṡ
In addition, fromψ 3 =ψ p +φ 1 +φ 2 , we havė
using (20) . In the same way,φ 3 is obtained aṡ
using (20) andψ 4 =ψ p +φ 1 +φ 2 +φ 3 . From (21)- (23), it can be seen that (φ 1 ,φ 2 ,φ 3 ) can be determined without measurement of (x p , y p , ψ p ). In addition, although A 1 andξ depend on ψ p , it is canceled in (18), since it holds from (4) and (7) that
Thus, the measurement of (x p , y p , ψ p ) is not necessary to determineθ in the case where (ẋ p ,ẏ p ,ψ p ) are given as in (7). In Case (ii), the closed-loop system for ξ 1 is obtained from (8) and (18) as
Thus, if A 11 is of full column rank, ξ 1 converges to ξ d1 as t increases.
C. Convergence for Constant Curvature
The target velocities in Section V-B are derived under assumptions that joint positions are initially on the target path γ, and that the transition rate of curvature of γ is sufficiently small between two consecutive joints. This implies that a rapid change of curvature causes a large path-tracking error. Therefore, it is important to find conditions where off-tracking can be recovered by the proposed control law.
In this section, we show that even if joint positions are initially off the target path γ, they converge to γ in the case where the curvature of γ is constant. More precisely, we consider the case where (v 1 , ω 1 ) is constant in (7) . We assume that the robot moves forward, i.e., v 1 > 0. The extension of the method to other cases is a subject of future research. In addition, we note that only the case of ω 1 < 0 is described, since the case of ω 1 > 0 is similar. The case of ω 1 = 0, where the path is a straight line, is also omitted, since it is easier to prove.
By integrating (7), the head position P is obtained as
In (27), (x 0 , y 0 , ψ 0 ) denotes the initial value of (x p , y p , ψ p ). Thus, the position of joint 1 is obtained from (9) as
where R j 1 = R 2 p + L 2 , and α j 1 is a value that satisfies
Thus, from L > 0, R p > 0, we assume that 0 < α j 1 < π 2 without loss of generality. It is seen from (28) that joint 1 moves along a circle of radius R j 1 and center (C x , C y ). In addition, it holds from (21) thaṫ
Now, define
Since − . Thus, we haveV 1 < 0 (∀Φ 1 = 0), and this implies that Φ 1 =φ 1 → 0 from Lyapunov's stability theorem. Therefore, it is seen from (30) that
In the same way, it can be derived for φ i (i = 2, 3) that
See Appendix B for the details on the convergence of φ 2 and φ 3 . The asymptotic value of φ i , which results from (32)-(33), is illustrated in Fig. 19 . Since the orientation ψ p of unit 1 is always equivalent to the tangent direction of the path of P , it holds O r P A = 
which implies that M 3 is the midpoint of BC. Thus, joint 3 is on the same circle as joints 1 and 2, since O r BC is an isosceles triangle with O r B = O r C. Furthermore, it is trivial to show that joint 4 at the tail is also on the same circle, since φ 2 = φ 3 from (33).
Note that it is difficult to guarantee the convergence to the target paths except for circular paths. However, the control law is expected to work well, if the curvature of the path does not changes rapidly and if there is no initial tracking error. This is because the angular velocity of each joint angle is determined under the assumptions that 1) all the joints are currently on the target path and 2) the transition rate of curvature of the target path is sufficiently small between two consecutive joints, as mentioned in Section V-B. Sections V-D and E show examples in which the control method works well for noncircular paths.
It is also important to note that the difficulty to guarantee the convergence of tracking error arises because the target path is not available in our control problem. If the target path is available, it should be easier to derive a control law using the target path information such that the convergence is guaranteed for more general target paths. However, since a human operator typically gives velocity commands in real time to the front unit in our target applications, the target path needs to be estimated based on the memory of the past commands, which is difficult in many cases due to the computational burden. Thus, the proposed control method is not based on the past commands but only on the current velocity command.
D. Numerical Examples
The proposed method is tested for two types of target paths. The first example adopts the connected arcs as the target path. The arcs are chosen to verify the convergence of tracking error, which is theoretically shown in Section V-C. On the other hand, the second example adopts the target path whose curvature continuously changes, rather than a circular target path. Although the convergence of the tracking error is not theoretically guaranteed for such target paths, the control law is expected to work well, if the curvature of the path does not changes rapidly and if there is no initial tracking error, as mentioned at the end of Section V-C. The target path in the second example is adopted to show the effectiveness of the control method for the target paths except for circular arcs. It is also important to note that information on the target paths is not used for control in both simulations in this section and experiments in the next section. Only the velocity commands (v 1 , ω 1 ) at the current time and joint angles φ i (i = 1, 2, 3) are used in simulations to apply the proposed control law. The measured values of (x p , y p , ψ p ) at the current time are additionally used for experiments in the next section.
The command for the translational velocity v 1 of the front unit is given as v 1 = π 60 m/s. The angular velocity is given as ω 1 = − π 30 rad/s for t < 30 s, and then it is switched to ω 1 = π 30 rad/s for t ≥ 30 s. This implies that the path of P is composed of two connected arcs of radius 0.5 m. As mentioned in Section V-C, the target path γ which is the path of joint 1 is an arc of radius R 2 p + L 2 , when the path of P is an arc of radius R p . T . The solid, dashed, and dashdotted lines show the paths of joints 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and "•" denotes the initial position of each joint. Although joints 2 and 3 initially deviate from the path of joint 1 due to the straight-line configuration, the tracking errors converge to 0 before t = 30 s when ω 1 is switched. In addition, although joints 2 and 3 are off the target path at t = 30 s due to the jump of the rad/s in 60/λ s. Table I shows the maximum tracking error for λ = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2. It can be seen from Table I that, e.g., for λ ≤ 1, the path-tracking error is within 5.80 × 10 −3 m, i.e., 4% of the width of screw-drive units 2r = 0.15 m. In addition, we learn from this table that the maximum error tends to increase linearly with λ. Note that although we have simply used cosine functions to change the curvature of the target path, many other types of paths, which human operators possibly give in practical situations, need to be considered in the future.
E. Experiments
In order to compare with the simulation results in Section V-D, the same velocity commands generated in advance are given for the front unit, although our experimental system is equipped with a joystick for a human operator to give velocity commands. A major difference from the numerical example is that due to the effects of modeling errors and disturbances, the feedback law as in (8) is necessary to generate a similar target path γ to the one in Section V-D. More precisely, the commands for the front unit (ẋ p ,ẏ p ,ψ p ) are given as in (8) using measurement data (x p , y p , ψ p ) by a vision sensor system (QuickMag IV, OKK), wherė in Figs. 21 and 22 . The front-unit-following controller in this paper does not take into account such steady-state error due to modeling error and disturbance. As a result, the radius of arc which joint 1 tracks is approximately 5 cm less than the target arc.
In the next example, the command for the translational velocity v 1 for the front unit is given as v 1 = π 60 m/s, while the angular T . In contrast that the maximum tracking error is less than 4 mm in the simulation result as shown in Table I , the maximum error is about 5 cm in the experiment, similarly to the previous example in Fig. 23 . Developing a control method to handle modeling errors is one of the future issues.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a new type of snake-like robot using screw-drive units that are connected by active joints. In addition, a kinematic model has been derived and applied to trajectory tracking control. Furthermore, we have proposed a front-unit-following controller to steer each unit to follow the path of the front unit. This controller can support manual operations, since human operators are required to command only one unit in the front. Asymptotic convergence of the tracking error of the front-unit-following controller has been analyzed based on a Lyapunov approach for the case of constant curvature. The effectiveness of the control method has been demonstrated by numerical examples and experiments. Although the kinematic model and the controllers have been presented for four link robots in accordance with the experimental system, it is possible to extend these results to more general cases of n (≥ 3) links. One of the future issues is to develop a control method to handle modeling errors due to the effects such as side slipping of the passive wheels. In addition, the tracking performance of the front-unit-following controller needs to be investigated for many types of paths, which human operators possibly give in practical situations. Furthermore, this paper has only focused on the cases where the robot does not contact with environment except for the ground, which is assumed to be flat and horizontal. The experiments have been performed only on a flat floor of indoor environments, as the first step. Many problems including the improvement of the prototype need to be tackled in order that this robot is applicable outside of laboratory environments. 
and β 2 is a joint angle that satisfies 
From the definitions of a 1 and a 2 , we have
By substituting (40) into (39), we have 
By substituting Fig. 25 shows other sets of (φ 1 , φ 2 ) which satisfy (36). The figure on the left shows the case where φ 1 > 0 and φ 2 < 0, while the case where φ 1 > 0 and φ 2 > 0 is shown on the right. Note that there is no set of (φ 1 , φ 2 ), which satisfies (36), in the case of − π 2 < φ 1 , φ 2 < 0 and the case of − π 2 < φ 1 < 0 and 0 < φ 2 < π 2 . As shown in Fig. 25 (left) , in the case of φ 1 > 0 and φ 2 < 0, the robot has a zig-zag shape with φ 1 − φ 2 > 2.35 rad and φ 2 < −1.35 rad. As shown in Section V-C, the angle of joint 1 converges to a constant value in (32). Therefore, we investigate the convergence properties of φ 2 and φ 3 for
From (17) 
Since (11) and the derivative of (28) imply thaṫ Furthermore, by substituting φ 1 in (48) into (50), it holds
where α j 2 = cos
Thus, from R j 1 > L > 0, we assume that − π 2 < α j 2 < 0 without loss of generality. Then, for V 2 := 
Using a similar procedure to the one for (31), it holds
since we have a constraint as − π 2 ≤ φ 2 ≤ π 2 . Therefore, it holds from (54) that
Now we investigate the convergence property of φ 3 for φ 2 = 2 sin 
Since (51) and (56) have the same form, it holds that φ 3 → 2 sin
, similarly to (55).
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